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OREGON SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL. Ashland, OR. 25–28 May and 6–8 July 2010.

The two productions Rauch directed—Hamlet and
Merchant—each distinctly animated negotiations
between past and present.

What and how do we remember? How is the past
envisioned to animate the concerns of the present?
Theatre offers a uniquely dimensional lens through
which to tussle with these questions, particularly
when engaged in an act of commemoration. Thus,
the 75th anniversary season of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival (OSF) wove a variegated tapestry
of perspectives on memory, wrestling with the dilemmas of inheritance—what fealty we owe our
ancestry—as we continuously remake the world
we are heir to.

Knotty questions of memory, inheritance, and
ghostly presence drive Hamlet as play and character. Like Ophelia’s open grave, housing bones of the
previously interred, the play evokes a palimpsest of
critical readings and theatrical renderings. The OSF
production additionally conjured, for me, the ghost
of another Hamlet directed by Rauch: The Marmarth
Hamlet, with North Dakota townspeople in leading
roles, which maintained the play’s narrative while
recasting Elizabethan verse into local dialect. The
OSF production explored similar reverberations
of the text over time while keeping Shakespeare’s
words intact.

Eleven shows in repertory from February through
October included two plays that inaugurated the
festival in 1935 (Twelfth Night and The Merchant of
Venice) and one world premiere launching OSF’s
United States History Cycle of commissioned
plays—Richard Montoya and Culture Clash’s collaboratively generated American Nights. Additionally, the season featured an Elizabethan-era history
play (Henry IV, Part 1), a hip-hop-informed take on
the most canonical of Shakespeare’s works (Hamlet),
a gripping revival of an American classic (Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof), and two globally inflected contemporary adaptations: Lynn Nottage’s Ruined, inspired
by Brecht’s Mother Courage, and Ping Chong’s adaptation of Kurasawa’s Throne of Blood.
The season most prominently remembered and
re-envisioned its own past. While paying homage
to OSF’s signature playwright, the season also bore
the fruits of several innovative seeds sown in artistic director Bill Rauch’s first three years with the
company: the integration of hip-hop “nexthetics,”
audience development and diversity initiatives, and
the inauguration of the US history cycle guided by
Alison Carey. These innovations stood alongside
values shared across generations, such as the notion
that reinterpretations of Shakespeare resonate with
the playwright’s own practice of reworking borrowed stories to speak to the concerns of the present.

Through the thicket of past interpretations, the
production team questioned assumptions about
characters such as Polonius—a devoted father in
this production—while digging deeply into motivational questions that drive the play’s actions (and
inactions). This Hamlet focused on the intertwining
of the political—the heightened “warlike state” of
Denmark—and psychological, with the mercurial
behavior of Hamlet (Dan Donohue) tied to a depth

Hamlet (Dan Donohue) lingers at his father’s
funeral. (Photo: David Cooper.)
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the production also materialized the operations of
memory and forgetting. In one haunting moment
following her death, Ophelia (a grounded Susannah
Flood) moved through a scene unnoticed by the
other characters, reminding us of her absent presence in the specific language of theatre.
Hamlet has been celebrated as a play that exteriorizes the ebb and flow of consciousness in ways
that inaugurate the modern self. This production
traced the grooves of memory and mourning, the
ways that they reconstitute individual temporality
while intersecting with political and historical time.
We saw Hamlet and our own state anew as the production held multiple mirrors up to a human nature
that persistently struggles to negotiate death—even
though we know, as Claudius asserts, “’tis common.
All that lives must die” (I.2).
The Merchant of Venice negotiates even more
fraught terrain between past and present through
the troubling figure of Shylock. Conjured by Shake-

Hamlet (Dan Donohue), in jester’s cap, considers
whether to slay Claudius (Jeffrey King). (Photo:
Jenny Graham.)
of mourning. Set in and around a stone-walled castle
(designed by Chris Acebo) that appeared at once a
thousand years old and Danish modern, the play
opened with a preset Donohue in dark suit and sunglasses sitting before his father’s coffin. He remained
a silent, solitary presence as the audience entered
and stage orderlies removed the chairs around him.
This meditative preset established character and
world while blurring the border between the fictional time of the play and our present tense.
The production pierced through multiple realms
of time and space. Security cameras set on the castle
walls swiveled across the expanse of the audience,
setting a tone of high alert resonant with our contemporary surveillance culture. Hamlet’s father
appeared clad in camouflage reminiscent of Desert
Storm. The players burst onstage as a lively hiphop troupe. Claudius and Gertrude entered one
scene in a swirl of snow, bearing skis and clad in
Scandinavian sweaters. Following his declaration to
proceed in an antic vein, Donohue’s Hamlet donned
a colorful, wool-knit jester’s hat-cum-ski cap. Production semiotics simultaneously conjured ancient
Elsinore, modern Denmark, Elizabethan England,
and present-day Ashland. Phenomenologically,

Portia (Vilma Silva) in disguise, pronounces
that Shylock (Anthony Heald, left) may take his
pound of flesh from Antonio (Jonathan Haugen,
right), as Bassanio (Danforth Comins) promises to
sacrifice all for Antonio in The Merchant of Venice.
(Photo: Jenny Graham.)
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Brick (Danforth Comins) rebuffs Maggie’s (Stephanie Beatriz) attempts to draw him into conversation in
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. (Photo: David Cooper.)
speare as both a stock and complexly motivated
character, any post-Holocaust production must reckon with the consequences of his typing. Anthony
Heald, the first Jewish actor to play the role at OSF,
portrayed a fully dimensional Shylock whose flaws
emerged from individual choices made in the context of an alienating culture. In staging and publicity posters, the production additionally highlighted
the conflict and resemblance between Shylock and
Antonio, the play’s titular merchant. Opening with
a flash forward to the trial scene in which the two
characters face off, they appeared similarly bearded
and clad in Renaissance robes flowing over Western
suits (designed by Shigeru Yaji), the disc of Shylock’s
yarmulke marking the key distinction between the
two. “Which is the Merchant here and which the
Jew?” Portia tellingly asks (IV.1). The production too
asks after the relationship of commodity exchange
and usury. This is a Venice determined by the flow
of goods and capital, highlighting Shakespeare’s
language in which almost everyone and everything,
particularly women, are figured in terms of material worth. The outdoor production heightened this
framing, pointing to the hypocrisy that can haunt
the relationship between Christianity and capitalism. Rauch set one scene in a church, and as Lorenzo
plots with his rakish buddies, they pass a collection
plate out of which the clown Launcelot Gobbo glee-

fully scoops the accumulated cash. Other details,
such as worn clothes hung on lines atop a guarded
entry, set at the fringes of the outdoor Elizabethan
stage space, signaled the marginalized texture of
the Jewish ghetto.
In a story that borrows folktale structures that
organize its more mythical Belmont setting, the
production troubled an easy reading of morality
and character. Portia (Vilma Silva), figured as both
a princess in a castle and a disguised Solomon-like
lawyer, has a dimensionality that includes cleverness as well as casual bias. She derides a Moorish suitor and “all of his complexion” in front of
her lighter-skinned black lady-in-waiting Nerissa
(Dawn-Lyen Gardner). Then a look passes between
the two that falls just short of recognition on Portia’s part of how social position renders racial difference acceptable.
Perhaps the most intriguing characterization
emerges in Emily Sophia Knapp’s Jessica, Shylock’s
daughter who leaves her home (along with a portion of Shylock’s wealth) in order to elope with and
convert to the religion of the Christian Lorenzo. In
later scenes she appears decidedly out of place—
her blonde highlights too bold, her pink dress too
frilled. She touches her prominently blushed cheeks,
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An evening at Mama Nadi’s in Ruined. Ensemble. (Photo: Jenny Graham.)
fusses with her gloves, realizing that she has worn
the wrong dress to the Christian prom. Her mimicry has fallen short, as mimicry often will. In a
higher stakes way the production suggests that
Shylock too has suffered from an impoverished
imitation of the dominant culture, adopting the
tactics of vengeance within a system of contracts
and courts. Although lambasted for his failure to
adopt the Christianized virtue of mercy, Shylock is
also done in by laws that protect civil rights only
up to the point at which they don’t infringe on the
fully “legal” citizens of Venice, which as a Jew he
can never attain. Lest the audience feel too much
comfort in deriding the biases of the past, another
figure haunts the stage, a veiled Muslim woman—
referred to as a gift of the prince of Morocco—who
hovers deferentially on the margins. The play also
concludes with an anguished Antonio left out of the
celebrations at Belmont, his unfulfillable desire for
Bassanio leaving him also an outsider.
The complexities of desire, difference, and exclusion flowed through many of the season’s productions. The fiercely acted Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (directed by Christopher Liam Moore) contextualized
its painful wrestling with desire and mendacity
through a greater visual presence of African American maids Daisy and Sookey. This presence, along
with a televised news moment featuring Emmet

Till’s murder, somberly placed us in the pre-civil
rights–era South, reminding the audience of the
social system that sustained Maggie and Brick’s
decaying plantation bedroom.
While Cat’s conflict is primarily contained within
the domestic sphere, Ruined emphasizes the incursion of the Congo war zone into Mama Nadi’s brothel. Here too, characters struggle with how survival
constrains relationships. As in Hamlet and Merchant,
production choices linked the audience to the contemporary moment. For example, Nottage’s play
refers to how the Congo wars are fueled, in part, by
the mining of diamonds and minerals used to create
cell phones. We are not outside the range of culpability for the vicious, often misogynistic violence
depicted in the play. The play’s fertile atmosphere
(designed by Clint Ramos) featured a stage within
a stage surrounded by tall grasses and the noises of
creatures beyond view, all creeping into the borders
of audience members facing one another across the
flexible New Theatre. Director Liesl Tommy paid respects to the play’s Brechtian ancestry, opening the
second act with a flamboyant dance that incorporated the audience. We saw ourselves seeing, fixing
our gaze upon the women’s bodies, fixing them as
objects of desire who then turned their gaze back
upon us in a stage dialectic emphasizing the interplay of sexual agency and control.
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Johnny (Daisuke Tsuji, left) and Ralf (Stephanie Beatriz) perform for an episode of a Manzanar radio
broadcast in American Nights. (Photo: Jenny Graham.)
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On the same stage just a few hours later one could
witness the world premiere of American Nights (directed by Jo Bonney). Through the labor of OSF’s
extraordinary stage crew, the fictional Congo and its
live musicians had disappeared. The reconfigured
thrust stage was now bare, with a rusty corrugated
wall scrawled with foreign graffiti. Ninety minutes
of high-energy historical fiction followed, inhabiting
the stage with characters ranging from a bead-embroidered, head-braced, and glasses-clad Sacagawea
(Stephanie Beatriz, also Maggie the Cat), to a Ku
Klux Klan baby tended by an African American
nurse during a World War I flu outbreak (Kimberly
Scott, also Mama Nadi), to a Mexican inhabitant of
a Japanese internment camp. These authentic yet
heightened historical characters inhabit the fever
dreams of Juan José (René Millán), conjured up as he
studies all night to pass his US citizenship exam; the
dreamscape offers a way to remember and play with
voices less celebrated in US history. Thus the story of
Ralph Lazo, the Mexican American in the Japanese
camp, is rendered as a 1940s-era radio play. Within
this satirical landscape some unexpected ideas
emerged; not only does theatre give voice to these
historically marginalized characters, but what they
say does not always follow a predictable progressive script. When Juan José encounters Sacagawea,
he wonders whether she would be seen as a traitor
facilitating the slaughter of her people. He notes,
however, that he would share “that your youthful laughter . . . must have meant so much to these
brave and lonely men.” I wished that this generosity of intentions had extended to some of the more
conservative characters to sustain the depth of playful critique without alienating a broader audience.
That said, the play embraced the possibility of
public conversation about the “we” that constitutes
US history. Before the show began, the gentleman
beside me asked whether I could read the graffiti on the backstage wall. “Fronteras—borders,” I
translated. “Then . . .?” The couple in front of us
turned to offer their ideas: “cycles of adventures?”
one proposed; “amusing lesson?” her partner
added. Behind us another group worked out their
interpretation: “’scars’—’Borders are scars on the
earth.’” “So we’re going to get a political lesson,”
my companion grunted. I wondered whether this
working through, the struggle to make meaning
together, might be that lesson, and I watched the
play with the kaleidoscopic vision produced by my
pre-show interactions. I felt productively discomfited. Exhilarated. I felt a possibility in the room
that didn’t quite manifest, to move from common
witness to common conversation in which we could
attend to our multiple perspectives and remember
differently, together.
Built on the remnants of a Chautauqua-era dome,
celebrating its anniversary on the Fourth of July,

OSF has inherited a set of collective memories
organized around the production of citizenship—
radical, progressive, and conservative. Framed by
educational lectures as well as ongoing exchanges
in restrooms, restaurants, and green spaces, the
season as a whole sustains a deliberate and spontaneous public sphere—a site for the exchange of
ideas around fraught issues of what it means to be
a participatory democracy and an ethical global
citizen. At its best, the season prompts us to think
carefully of what we inherit, what we celebrate,
mourn, forget, and remember, what we pass on and
retain—to ponder our interdependence as well as
our independence. Perhaps this is how we continue
to produce ourselves, catalyzed by theatre.

SONJA ARSHAM KUFTINEC
University of Minnesota

THE MADNESS OF GEORGE III. By Alan
Bennett. Directed by Adrian Noble. 2010
Shakespeare Festival, The Old Globe at the
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, San Diego.
9 July 2010.
KING LEAR. By William Shakespeare. Directed
by Adrian Noble. 2010 Shakespeare Festival,
The Old Globe at the Lowell Davies Festival
Theatre, San Diego. 16 July 2010.
“Life is not without its regrets. Life is not without
its consolations.” Miles Anderson as King George III
spoke these words of seasoned perspective toward
the end of Adrian Noble’s production of The Madness of George III, to which the audience nodded in
agreement. Such a statement is devoid of the fiery
tempers, whiny laments, and other heated passions
that might be expected from someone with less life
experience; George has been through a traumatic
illness, but he can philosophize about it because
he is taking the long view of life—a perspective
seemingly shared with the audience attending this
production. Indeed, this George demonstrated why
theatre need not be all things to all people all of the
time, or at least not all at the same time. There was
something very refreshing about watching a performance that dealt with the fears and foibles faced by
a mature audience; this was theatre aimed at people
who have lived and learned for a long time and are
still curious about it all, even as the end is no doubt
closer than the beginning.
Noble directed both this play and Shakespeare’s
King Lear to run in repertory as part of San Diego’s Old Globe annual Shakespeare festival, and
Bennett’s play under Noble’s direction more than
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themselves. (One of the differences that fans of
Nicholas Hytner’s 1994 film The Madness of King
George might have noticed was the absence of the
Prince of Wales’s “wife.”) In this vein, lust, while
very much a plot point, is firmly fixed, if somewhat
regretfully, in the realm of fantasy. It is felt but,
even in madness, not acted upon. Bennett’s play
is indeed about madness, but not so much about
losing one’s mind as it is about losing control of
one’s faculties, life, and country. Here the worst
thing that happens—apart from the various doctors’
“remedies”—is having one’s offspring start deciding
what is best. Royal or not, many have been felled
by inept doctors and ungrateful, impatient children.
The humor in Bennett’s play is key to its tonic effect; humor provided respite from the overwhelming
and perplexing situation in which George and his
cohort find themselves. Imagine the levity that can
be found in this historically based tale as scatological humor for the Metamucil crowd: the king may
have lost control of his kingdom and bodily functions, but “by George” he’s regular!

King George III is the madman in the mirror.
Miles Anderson (King George III) in The Madness
of George III. (Photo courtesy of The Old Globe.)
held its own in such august company. While both
plays deal with the nature of power and frailty, the
production of George worked in this festival’s setting much more effectively than the production of
King Lear because of the convergence of audience
and location.
Few other plays—Edward Albee’s A Delicate
Balance comes to mind—deal with mature adult
concerns in a way that could be called refreshing.
Noble’s production of George was just that, though
this is not to say that the audience was the proverbial blue-hair crowd. The older women sitting near
me whipped out their iPhones at intermission to
learn what they could on the web about George’s
malady. Of course, The Old Globe has numerous
creative and successful programs for youth; for
this performance of King Lear, three busloads of
high school students arrived dressed in prom-like
finery for their evening at the theatre. But in case
you suspect I am overstating my point, it was likely
not a coincidence that multiple retirement communities and an in-home eldercare service advertised
prominently in the festival’s program.
In George’s world, youth is scorned instead of
idealized, and the only romantic love is between a
long-married couple, “Mr. King” and “Mrs. King”

Ralph Funicello’s sets reinforced parallels between George’s decline and audience members’
lives. Gone were the elaborate BBC-esque castles
and costumes of the film; instead, it was still daylight as the audience arrived at the outdoor Lowell
Davies Festival Theatre in San Diego’s Balboa Park,
offering plenty of light to see the dozen or so large
gilded-mirror walls that made up the all-purpose
palace room in which the vast majority of the action took place. These large walls, many of them
concealing entrances for the minions who make
the palace work, formed a semi-circle around the
back of the thrust stage of the theatre. In the summer evening’s dwindling light and with these sets,
the audience could not help but literally see itself
in George’s place: we were the people in the room
losing control. To paraphrase George’s explanation
of his illness, we were the people who no longer
seemed to be the people we once were.
Noble’s production of King Lear shared many
themes with The Madness of George III: madness, loss
of control, and the pain of parenting. Throughout
both plays the message is plain: children will disappoint us, break our hearts, or both. The focus on
the end of life in this production of King Lear was
immediately apparent by the impressively thick
layer of fallen leaves blanketing the entire stage as
the audience arrived. No longer was it autumn, for
all the leaves had fallen; it was plainly the winter of
Lear’s life. Lear, attempting to be the ant of the fable,
is making preparations—marrying off his youngest
daughter and giving over control of his kingdom—
but, like the grasshopper, Lear is not realistic about
what the end of summer means. Unfortunately, there
was one instance when the seasonal-change theme
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Lear, no longer the king, is here shelterless in the winter of his life. Robert Foxworth (King Lear) in King
Lear. (Photo: Craig Schwartz.)
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subverted the production’s effect: the tempest in
which Lear finds himself without shelter was here
a snowstorm, cleverly moving us even further from
autumn into winter and ever closer to the end of life;
however, instead of making us pity Lear or fear for
his well-being, the audience was quite distracted by
the very realistic snow blowing in from backstage.
The evening I attended, audience members reached
up to grab flakes for examination—after all, it was
Southern California, and the novelty of snow in
this environment was such that it simply did not
read the way it might have at a summer theatre in
colder climes.
Noble and casting director Samantha Barrie found
an impressively talented group of actors of a certain
age to create the multidimensional characters who
carry these two plays. Robert Foxworth created a
blustery, bewildered Lear who first gets mad, and
then goes mad. Joseph Marcell stood out for his
buffoonish, self-serving Sir George Baker in the one
and his loyal Earl of Kent in the other. And Charles
Janasz performed with great effect the never-onthe-losing-side Lord Chancellor in George and the
misled and pitiful Gloucester in Lear. All of these
paled, though, to the work of Miles Anderson, who
was such a force as George that he did what few
others in a similar position have been able to do: he
became King George, replacing, in my mind’s eye, the
amazing Nigel Hawthorne of the 1994 film.
The repertory’s younger actors seemed to be
taking a master class with the more seasoned pros;
their task was not as challenging, perhaps, for in
many cases their roles were either deemphasized or
made less complex than they might have been with
different directorial focus (for example, while present, George’s son, the Prince of Wales, and Lear’s
youngest daughter Cordelia, were noticeably less
important). Jay Whittaker, who played Pitt in George
and Edgar in Lear, was the most impressive of the
younger generation: his Pitt’s rock-solid refusal to
give in either to the scheming of politics or to the
coddling of madness was a steadying force throughout George. In contrast to the stiffness of his upper lip
in George, his work in Lear as the highly emotional
Edgar railing against the injustice was even more
impressive. Costume designer Deirdre Clancy’s decision to have the Fool (Bruce Turk) appear in decreasing amounts of clownish makeup worked so
that as Lear lost everything, the Fool appeared less
like a toy or a pet and more like a fellow doomed
to be human despite his youth.
Life is good in San Diego, and it was hard to believe in the maliciousness of the Southern California
stars, despite Lear’s and Gloucester’s railings. Perhaps that is why The Madness of George III ultimately
worked better than King Lear. We all face the indig-
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nities of growing older: loss of kingdom first, yes,
at least in the case of Lear and a real threat in the
case of George, then loss of the relationships that
matter, and loss of control of household, children,
self, mind, and body. Aging befalls everyone and
happy endings are relative. The George characters
read aloud from the end of Lear, and in one of Bennett’s brilliant touches the Lord Chancellor grieves
the messenger’s timing: if only the messenger had
been a bit faster, Lear and Lear would have had a
happy ending. In this play coupling, however, a sort
of deus ex machina restored clarity of mind to all:
both George and Lear were able to seem royal again
in the end, even after everything that had happened.
Live theatre is always a situated experience, and
so my earlier viewing of The Madness of George III
mediated my experience of King Lear. Of course, that
is the beauty of repertory: plays and productions often speak to one another by being viewed in succession. Noble’s Lear was a fine, well-acted production,
but Lear did not have George’s resonance. Aristotle
aside, perhaps George’s Lord Chancellor is right
and we do not need the tragic ending to have the
catharsis. Flirting with loss of control is enough for
a summer evening; we may not be charged with Britannia’s well-being, but the emotional impact is no
less for us when facing the loss of our own empire,
whatever its size. We know we will not be rescued
from George’s indignities, the retirement community beckons, and Lear’s fate awaits us: ripeness is
indeed all. George’s recovery, however implausible,
allows us to face our fears and still enjoy sitting out
under the stars on a summer night.

MARION E. WILSON
University of California, San Diego

KAMP. Hotel Modern. 9th International Toy
Theater Festival, St. Ann’s Warehouse,
Brooklyn, NY. 3 June 2010.
In Kamp, a production by Dutch theatre company
Hotel Modern, a gigantic scale model of Auschwitz
covered the floor of St. Ann’s Warehouse, an avantgarde performance space in the DUMBO section
of Brooklyn. Measuring 36 x 33 feet, the set was
meticulously rendered, complete with rows of barracks, crematoria, and a sign that declares “Arbeit
Macht Frei” (work makes you free). Fenced in by
barbed wire and guard towers, 3,000 three-inch-tall
figures of prisoners and guards “performed” a series of vignettes that depicted the debasement and
viciousness of the Holocaust in a harrowing and
visually arresting manner. The three members of
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The performers’ manipulations of the figures
worked in precise choreography with the cameras,
giving a sense of what Kalker, one of the founders
of Hotel Modern, has termed a “live animation film
onstage.” The audience, seated at a distance from
the tiny figures, viewed the action in tight close-ups.
Such apparent proximity to the action—in a space
where death is omnipresent—created a sense of
perpetual dread. Death seemed always to be lurking just off-screen.

A scene from Hotel Modern’s Kamp. (Photo:
BZA Photo.)
Hotel Modern, Pauline Kalker, Arlene Hoornweg,
and Herman Helle, dressed in muted earth-tones,
manipulated the figures around the set, depicting
a day in the life of Auschwitz. Guided by hands,
by control sticks, and by wire, prisoners filled bags
with stone, ate soup from makeshift bowls, and
were sent to die in gas chambers. Often acting as
documentary filmmakers, the three performers captured the action as it unfolded using small handheld
digital cameras. These images were then projected
in real time on the rear wall of the theatre. No one
spoke in the piece, and no words were needed.
Through innovative use of digital technology and
puppetry, Kamp evoked the gross absurdities and
terrors of the Holocaust. It was an hour-long tour
of hell in miniature.
Structurally, Kamp alternated sequences in which
the puppeteers moved within the set, preparing the
figures for the next scene, with the scenes themselves. Importantly, there were no individual characters in Kamp. There was no real story-arc outside
of the progression of day to night, no “girl in a red
coat” with whom to empathize, as in Steven Spielberg’s 1993 film Schindler’s List. Without any characters with whom to connect, the audience was forced
to consider the vast scope of the horror.
Created by troupe member Helle, the crudely
fashioned figures who occupied the space of the
camp were made of moldable plasticine and paint.
With holes for eyes, a nub for a nose, and a gaping
mouth, their doughy faces recalled Edvard Munch’s
iconic The Scream. Ultimately ambiguous in affect,
these faces suggested bewilderment, anger, alarm,
exertion, desperation, or pain depending on the
context. That the very same faces were to be found
on the SS officers suggested, paradoxically, both a
common humanity despite the circumstances, and
also how the mechanization of death rendered everyone inhuman.

Interactions between puppeteer and figure often
created meaningful symbolism. In a vignette at the
beginning of the piece, four prisoners were hanged
at a tiny gallows in the middle of the camp. Slowly,
almost tenderly, a puppeteer placed small boxes
under the gallows. Then the puppeteer placed the
heads of figures in the nooses. Finally, the hand of
a puppeteer reached over, in view of the camera
and the audience, and pulled each block away one
at a time. The hand appeared so large onscreen
that it seemed almost God-like in scope, a parody
of Michelangelo’s The Creation of Man. The camera
shot framed the dangling figure, an object seeming
to struggle and jerk, but eventually becoming still.
This was repeated over and over until finally the
camera panned away to reveal a group of thirty
more prisoner figures that looked as if they were
watching the event. Their gaping mouths seemed to
be reacting to the execution. The scene ended with
the camera operator placing a finger over the lens.
The human hand that manipulated the figures (and
ended the scene) evoked the role humans play in
the destruction of their fellows.
Although visited upon puppets, the violence was
shocking in its cruelty. In one sequence, a guard
brutalized a weakened prisoner, striking him with
a stick. The mangled figure left behind seemed
terribly human; we empathized not with any one
character, but with the vulnerability of the body.
Later, outside the crematoria, the audience viewed
a mass grave. The plastic of the figures was often
melted into an undifferentiated mass of blobs and
body parts. In this space, which assaults logic, the
borders among bodies become permeable. Similarly, the few touches of whimsy that Hotel Modern
included carried serious implications. Early in the
piece, a group of prisoners carried an actual brick
to construct barracks. To the viewer, such actions
seemed almost ant-like, as the figures carried far
more than their own weight—an impossible task.
Yet this image corresponds with the utter impossibility of life in such a place.
The sound design of Kamp enhanced the sense
movement from place to place. In one sequence,
rowdy German drinking songs accompanied the
camera to the German officers’ mess hall. The song
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faded when the camera later took us to the prisoners’ barracks in a different part of the camp. When
an inmate committed suicide by throwing himself
on an electrified fence, the simple movement of
the figure, writhing on the wires, combined with
the shrieking sounds of the electricity, was ghastly
and affecting.
Kamp is not the only production to use puppets to
depict the horrors of the Holocaust. In FABRIK: The
Legend of M. Rabinowitz, the Norwegian American
troupe Wakka Wakka used puppetry to a similar,
if differently plotted, effect. In both cases, the inanimate body of the puppet acted upon and manipulated by the human operator drove home the
fact that human hands also performed the events
of the Holocaust, and it forced audiences to bear
witness to the consequences of human cruelty in a
new and vital way.

James M. Cherry
Wabash College

BEYOND THE HORIZON. By Eugene O’Neill.
Directed by Laurie Sansom. Royal & Derngate Northhampton. The National Theatre,
London. 20 July 2010.
SPRING STORM. By Tennessee Williams.
Directed by Laurie Sansom. Royal & Derngate Northhampton. The National Theatre,
London. 22 July 2010.
It is all too easy to forget that even the greatest
artists were once insecure, flawed human beings,
teetering on the brink of failure. Eugene O’Neill was
expelled from Princeton University after a single semester of carousing in 1907, and his family, having
discovered his secret marriage to Kathleen Jenkins,
hoped to avoid public scandal by shipping him
off on a gold-prospecting expedition to Honduras.
When he returned, he chose not to contact his wife
or see his young son, Eugene Junior, before setting
sail again for Buenos Aires.
Tennessee Williams flunked out of the University
of Missouri and when, at age 25, he received another
chance to complete his undergraduate education at
Washington University in St. Louis he failed again.
In the spring of 1937, hoping at last to redeem himself by winning a one-act-play competition against
much younger undergraduates, Williams received
yet another blow: Honorable Mention. After flunking his final examination in Greek, he left Washington University in disgrace.
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Because of this string of youthful failures, it is
tempting to see the early work of both O’Neill and
Williams as juvenilia, mere apprenticeship for the
profound and serious work that followed. However, two astonishing productions at The National
Theatre (presented this summer by the Royal &
Derngate Northampton) reveal that closer examination of this early work is not merely important
for understanding what came afterward, but for the
plays themselves.
It would not be an exaggeration to call both works
“portraits of the artist as young men.” Director Laurie Sansom’s staging with a single repertory cast
highlights parallels between the two plays, both
of which shed light on O’Neill’s and Williams’s
career-long obsessions. At the same time, the twin
productions illuminated questions of dramaturgy,
structure, and approaches to realism. In O’Neill’s
case the play depicted what might have been had
the young man not fled his responsibilities to his
family and child and gone to sea. In Williams’s
we see an even more pressing crisis: a young man
deeply conflicted about his sexuality and struggling
with his vocation.
Beyond the Horizon was O’Neill’s first real success (it won the playwright the first of four Pulitzer
prizes) and is certainly the tighter and more accomplished of the two plays. Spring Storm has a far
more obscure history, and was only accidentally discovered in 1996 among Williams’s mother’s papers
in the Tennessee Williams Collection at the Harry
Ransom Center at the University of Texas, Austin.
Spring Storm has not had a major production in the
United States, and the Royal & Derngate’s was its
premiere outside of North America.
Both plays benefited from being staged in the
tiny Cottesloe, instead of in one of The National
Theatre’s larger performance spaces. Minimal sets
and fluid scene changes enhanced both plays’ rapid
shifts in time, moving from intense scenes of domestic confinement to natural landscapes without
losing a beat. Staging them on a large proscenium
stage like the National’s Lyttleton, for example,
would have accentuated the historical period and
an outdated realism at the expense of character
development and the creation of symbolic worlds
that, under Sansom’s direction, felt more expressionist than realist. Horizon opened with the entire
cast (who later reappeared as members of the family) rapidly constructing the Mayo farm’s fence. The
set for Spring Storm opened on a windy bluff that
was only used in the opening scene in Williams’s
play, but remained visible throughout as a symbol
of aspirations never attained by the play’s central
characters. As the play began, the lights came up
to half and a shadowy figure dressed in Williams’s
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Michael Thomson (Dick Miles) and Liz White (Heavenly Critchfield) in Spring Storm.
(Photo: Robert Day.)
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Anna Tolputt (Hertha Neilson) and Michael Malarkey (Arthur Shannon) in Spring Storm.
(Photo: Robert Day.)
trademark white linen suit reclined upon a hillside—
then vanished, a directorial stroke that accentuated
the play’s autobiographical associations. When the
lights came up full, we found ourselves looking
at a steeply raked hill, with piles of books stowed
underneath—books later literally excavated from
the bowels of the hill by members of the crew to
form the public library in a later scene pivotal to the
play’s climax. The mood of expressionist reverie, as
opposed to the realism inherent in this early Williams play was striking.
This nonrealistic approach toward both realistically conceived plays effectively stripped away their
surface veneer, allowing us to consider the expressive core beneath and reminding us that both writers
were exploring states of consciousness, rather than
surfaces. Sansom’s simple, metaphorical sets did
not distract or remind us of the writers’ immaturity,
but instead made both works appear nonlinear and
evocatively modern. The productions reminded the
informed spectator that both writers were passionately interested in theatrical experimentation. The
structure of Horizon alternates scenes (in each act)
from country road (with a ditch beside it) to the interior of the Mayo farmhouse. A realistic approach
would have made these rapid scene-shifts laborious
and agonizingly slow, but by using a minimal set
the play’s journey moved from exterior to interior

and back seamlessly—arguably truer to O’Neill’s
intent. This rapid shifting in time and space eloquently created a spatial dialogue between dreams
deferred (open road, “snake fence,” distant horizon)
and the farm’s interior world where Robert Mayo
decides to stay. In each act, the farm grew subtly
more forbidding, as Robert gradually had to face the
fact that he had betrayed his dreams and stayed on
a farm from which he was physically and emotionally estranged—space associated with death and
spiritual decay. Act 1 is set at twilight in May, act 2
takes place on a “hot, sun-baked day in midsummer,” while act 3 begins at six o’clock in the morning toward the end of a dreary October with the
predawn darkness accentuating the overall sense
of poverty and exhaustion.
Whereas another director might have altered the
set substantially to help the audience visualize this
progression, Sansom used lighting as well as props
(a broken chair, dirty dishes) and costume changes
for the principal actors (Michael Malarkey, making
his professional debut as the failed dreamer Robert, and Michael Thomson as Andrew) to suggest a
world where dreams are unfulfilled. By abrogating
surface realism in favor of expressionist stylization,
Horizon became a different and more powerful play
than the one on the page, laying bare the clean lines
of O’Neill’s stark, tragic vision.
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As Robert grew frailer in the second and third
acts, his older brother Andrew prospered, becoming more physically imposing through changes of
costume. Andrew, a born farmer, has betrayed his
dreams just as surely as his younger brother has; except that in Andrew’s case, betrayal means seduction
by money and speculation in wheat rather than staying at home and farming the land as planned. Both
actors handled these subtle, imperceptible shifts in
physicality, gesture, and vitality with great skill, so
that by the final scene we understood that Robert
and Andrew, while still loyal to each other, had
failed themselves and those around them. To this
end, Malarkey and Thomson exhibited a remarkable
chemistry and interdependence onstage, and Sansom’s direction magnificently realized the power of
O’Neill’s dramatic characters and situation. In this
production, the brothers—one neurasthenic and
frail, the other muscular and robust—seemed less
siblings than halves of a single divided consciousness. And the young playwright (just age 30 when
he wrote the play) conveyed the inevitability and
seriousness of tragedy with a strict economy we
rarely see in O’Neill’s later work.
If Horizon satisfied Spring Storm was revelatory.
Originally titled April Is the Cruelest Month, Spring
Storm is far more of an apprentice work than Horizon. The author wrote the play nearly a decade
before The Glass Menagerie and two years before he
re-christened himself “Tennessee” in New Orleans.
Although over-written, this play contained scenes of
immense power, revealing most of the mature playwright’s preoccupations and obsessions. Set in the
small town of Port Tyler (modeled on Columbus,
Mississippi, where the playwright was born), the
play is sprawling and chaotic. However, encountering this production (in London of all places!) was
like finding an antique scrapbook stuffed full with
old, remarkably well-preserved sepia photographs.
There they were, one after another, indelible images
of Williams’s world: Heavenly Critchfield, an early
prototype of Blanche Dubois (whose overwrought,
manic sexuality was a significant weakness); Heavenly’s love interest, Dick Miles, a poor, young,
“primitively” masculine adventurer suggestive
of a young Stanley Kowalski; Heavenly’s proper,
socially climbing mother Esmeralda (based on the
playwright’s mother, Edwina, and captured in a brilliant cameo performance by Jacqueline King); and,
at the heart of the album, twin portraits of Williams
himself and his sister Rose.
Arthur Shannon is an early, fantasized version
of the playwright himself. Drawn toward Heavenly’s exuberant sexuality but haunted by humiliating childhood memories, he is also terrified of it.
In the unresolved dilemma of the young boy who
“hid behind books all the time because they used

to call me a sissy,” Williams creates a penetrating
self-portrait foreshadowing his other sexually ambiguous characters, such as Brick in Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof. Although Arthur wants to possess the elusive
Heavenly to prove his heterosexuality, he develops
a more authentic spiritual bond with a young librarian (exquisitely played by Anna Tolputt). The small
though pivotal role of Hertha (closely modeled upon
the playwright’s sister Rose) revealed the essence of
the play. As staged by Sansom in a “library,” literally created by heaps of books, first buried within
the hillside associated with Hertha’s longing to
escape the small town, then excavated and tossed
stage right to form the location for their meeting,
the director created a powerful visual metaphor
combining aspects of the artist’s own unresolved,
tormented worlds. Arthur realizes that Heavenly
does not love him, and, dead drunk, he arrives at
night to the library. Rebuffed by Heavenly, he tries
to prove his heterosexuality and abjure his aesthetic
aspirations in one self-destructive stroke. However,
his attempt to resolve his conflicts blows up in his
face as Hertha responds warmly to his deliberately
rough, physical treatment: “Take me out of here, Arthur, some place where we can be together” (123).
Arthur is forced to repudiate the girl, thereby precipitating her horrible end.
At the time he wrote Spring Storm (1937) Rose
Williams was institutionalized at Farmington Sanitarium, and her terrifying diagnosis clearly resonates
in Hertha’s frightened plea: “Maybe I’m losing my
mind. Lots of girls do at my age. Twenty-eight.
Lots of them get dementia praecox at about that age,
especially when they’re not married” (114). Hertha
is thus a powerful precursor to Laura in Glass Menagerie. In Spring Storm the playwright had not yet
found a lucid dramatic form to convey his feelings
of guilt. Sansom, however, reminded us that Williams, with his powerful images, always considered
himself a poet, and that even his most realistic plays
are poetically abstract. Precisely observed, realistic
characters exist in a symbolic environment: the
steep hillside filled with books suggested both the
unresolved longing and powerful guilt of the young
artist, whose ambivalence about his sexuality and
sense of responsibility toward his sister were never
resolved. Of course, in more mature works Williams found a satisfying form in which to express
his personal hell, but in this production of Spring
Storm, the tensions erupted into violent, terrifying
images. We realized that Hertha, who longs for the
wild heights of the bluffs in the play’s opening, will
haunt the dreams of timid Arthur, whose apparently
doomed poetic aspirations are “just a little bonfire
of dry leaves and dead branches” (25). At play’s
end, Arthur, implicated in Hertha’s death, remains
alone and guilt-ridden, his sexual and artistic conflicts both left unresolved.
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These two early works offer remarkable glimpses
into the minds of two important North American
playwrights during their formative periods. They
remind us not only that so-called immature works
of great artists offer fascinating insights into later
masterpieces, but also that early plays by O’Neill
and Williams have a kind of exuberant energy, and
(in O’Neill’s case) are concise in a way that later,
more finished plays are not. For the student of
North American theatre, last summer’s twin surprises in South Bank, London were the equivalent
of discovering buried treasure on the other side of
the Atlantic.

HENRY I. SCHVEY
Washington University in St. Louis

HERR PAUL. By Tankred Dorst. Directed by
Radu Afrim. Sibiu International Theatre Festival. Radu Stanca National Theatre, Sibiu,
Romania. 6 June 2010.
Radu Afrim gained attention in the West when
Michael Billington, theatre critic of London’s Guardian, reviewed his iconoclastic production of Three
Sisters at Bucharest’s Odeon Theatre in 2003. Billington loathed the production and said so in print on
10 November of that year. Billington characterized
Afrim’s Three Sisters as representative of “postmodern perversity,” because Afrim allegedly displaced
the literary text in favor of his own vision of Chekhov. What is most compelling about Afrim’s work
is most compelling about the work of all influential
directors since Peter Brook—namely, that although
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Cezar Antal (Herr Paul) in Herr Paul. (Photo:
Mihaela Jipa.)
such wildly unorthodox productions as Three Sisters
attracted both devoted followers and angry critics,
Afrim does not impose what is broadly deemed his
unique vision on all texts in the same manner. Afrim
dissects, rearranges, and obliterates only when he
feels that the source can stand the weight, and only
when his audience is sufficiently informed to grasp
a defiant and resistant reading. Afrim directed German playwright Tankred Dorst’s Herr Paul (1994)
at the 2010 Sibiu International Theatre Festival
in Sibiu, Romania. While it is an important postsocialist drama, Herr Paul is no Three Sisters. Afrim
and his production team nonetheless found a way
to articulate the drama’s conflict by using a style
of acting that was equal parts biomechanics and
naturalism, and a scenographic environment that
blended avant-garde—particularly surrealist and
expressionist—styles. In a sense, he contextualized
his production of Herr Paul by very nearly suffocating it with echoes of an entire history of European
artistic trends, movements, and manifestoes.
Set in unified Germany in the early 1990s, the
play’s main characters are Herr Paul (Cezar Antal),
viewed by outsiders as a superfluous man who lives
wholly in the past in an abandoned soap factory;
his sister Luise (Lucretia Mandric); and an idealistic interloper, Helm (Matei Rotaru), the symbol of
a post-socialist Germany. Echoing Dürrenmatt’s The
Visit, Dorst’s narrative moves from the daily life of
the brother and sister to an attempt by Helm to obtain Paul’s signature so that he may demolish the
old factory and make everyone rich in the process.
Helm regards the brother and sister as vestiges of
an obsolete way of life, but Herr Paul and Luise, despite their quirky routines, such as welcoming each
day with a ritualistic greeting of their stuffed fox,
are not easily persuaded by his argument.

Andrea Gavriliu (Anita) in Herr Paul. (Photo:
Mihaela Jipa.)

The “postmodern perversity,” spoken of pejoratively by Billington, was evident in Afrim’s direction, perhaps most tellingly in performances by
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Lucretia Mandric (Luise) in Herr Paul. (Photo:
Mihaela Jipa.)
actors Antal and Mandric. Their characters signify
a Germany that is no more, but that still remains
fixed in the memories of two generations. Rather
than opting for a wistful, stylistically realistic interpretation of these two kindly souls, the actors
exaggerated their physicality, choosing what Meyerhold might have called a “dynamic” approach to
character interpretation. Before speaking, the actors
sometimes emitted screeching sounds or stared silently. Contorting their bodies this way and that before uttering a line of dialogue, Antal and Mandric
deliberately kept us from easy empathy with their
characters’ plights. Initially, they moved almost as if
they were great, gaudy marionettes being manipulated by an invisible puppeteer. When juxtaposed
against the deadening conformity of the younger,
upwardly mobile characters, all of whom walked,
dressed, and spoke alike, Herr Paul and Luise became almost noble via their vocal and physical eccentricities. In this context, Herr Paul read onstage
as a parable about German Ostalgie, the nostalgic
feelings for a time before reunification. The pragmatic Helm resorts to violence in order to obtain
the signature he needs, thereby confirming this
impression. He murders Herr Paul, but Paul resurrects himself, proclaiming, “I am a free man!” He
and his sister have conquered Helm’s greed and
the capitalist ethos.
Set designer Juliana Vâlsan, whose scenic concept
for Dorst’s drama was realized dazzlingly onstage,
strengthened Afrim’s vision of Herr Paul. Without
Vâlsan’s stunning environment, Herr Paul would
have been a rather pedestrian drama. Characters
came and went through oddly placed openings on
the upstage wall and on both sides of the stage,
crouching and crawling on furniture and moving
in and out of mirrors. The design recalled the surrealist aesthetic typically associated with Tanguy,
Magritte, Miró, or Dali. Vâlsan’s design conveyed a

claustrophobic world in which the brother and sister
nonetheless lived joyful lives of fanciful, fantastic
routine. Their lives may be simple, but the world
they created in their decrepit factory is not. (In 2010,
UNITER, the Romanian Theatre Union, awarded
Vâlsan the Best Scenographer prize for her work
in Herr Paul.) Anita (Andrea Gavriliu), the Pauls’
young neighbor, views the room as a treasure trove
of photos, painted mirrors, and secret passageways.
Although this island of bric-a-brac and accumulated memories is fading away, much is left for the
younger generation to discover about Herr Paul’s
world, at least as it was expressed in Vâlsan’s extraordinary interpretation of Dorst’s drama.
Afrim’s interpolation of dance and song into the
literary text was provocative. The most rapturously
theatrical moment occurred when he showcased the
choreography of Gavriliu (who also acted the role
of Anita). This must-see excerpt is available on the
theatre’s website at <www.teatrultineretuluint.ro>.
In it, Paul tells an elliptical story about the Ganges
River, his grandfather, and a memorable sexual liaison. The actors fall into a trance-like state as Paul
initiates a musical interlude that works movingly
to unite the disparate characters, pay homage to
Bollywood film aesthetics, and convey Paul’s sense
of his own moral superiority in an era of political
and social volatility. Herr Paul lives in a world of
his own creation, and if he wants to dance in it, he
dances. This interlude exemplifies his victory over
the young Helms of the new unified Germany. He
and his sister cannot control the outside world, but
inside, their domain is theirs alone.

JEFFREY STEPHENS
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point

I AM JERUSALEM. Written and directed by
Nasser Omar. Conceptualized and performed by Iman Aoun. Ashtar Theatre
Company, Al Midan Theatre, Haifa, Israel.
9 January 2010.
The Ashtar Theatre Company is based in Ramallah, Palestine, where I interviewed artistic director
Iman Aoun a few days after seeing I Am Jerusalem
in the Arab section of Haifa. I found it a beautiful
work, equal to any international performance that
might be seen in New York. It is a play founded
on an expressly Palestinian politics and experience.
Theatre producers have struggled to bring such
plays to the United States, just as scholars have
produced little scholarship on theatre that is made
in Palestine. I hope that will change and that Pales-
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Iman Aoun in I Am Jerusalem. (Photo: Edward Muallem.)
tinian theatre will be more welcomed here because
this work is worthy and important, even critical, to
see and think about.
I say that the play carried a specifically Palestinian politics. Aoun and others with whom I spoke
stress the importance of Palestinians’ engagement
with international theatre, literature, and art. At the
same time, exceptional circumstances locally mean
that almost all theatre artists, in solidarity, work
politically; nor do artists there necessarily concede
to creating the balanced picture that is often asked
of them. The fact that artists like Aoun use theatre
for peaceful (though not passive) resistance does
not mean that the work is not also frequently a
form of militancy.
The politics of this piece were located partly
in its critique of the successive and often violent
“identitarianisms” that have made and remade Jerusalem for thousands of years. But also, and even
more importantly, the politics were in the making
of a new space filled with a kind of luminous idea
resurrected from the past into the present. This
new space was made possible by evacuating from
the stage any signs of Jerusalem-as-is, and instead
returning the Cannanite trinity, in visual forms of
the triangle, as a kind of unconquerable idea. The
city of Jerusalem has been made and remade over
and over, and now it is a city that Israel has remade,

and is still remaking, into a birthright of the Jewish
people alone. I am Jerusalem made something entirely
different, and this was the key to its refutation of
identitarian claims.
As the play began, the stage was enveloped in
red light and smoke through which three humans
began to move, walking in slow undulations, linked
almost as a single body—the emergence of humans
awakening. These were the dancers Rasha Jahshan
and Mohammad Eid with Aoun (costumed in blackand-white-checked kaffiyeh across one shoulder).
The sound was stunning: it was a long, magnified
exhalation, underscored by drums, and a nearly
single-toned chant in a deep base tone. This sound
reverberated throughout the piece, as each successive phase in Canaan was presented.
Onstage there were three triangles and Aoun explained that the triangle is the symbol for Canaan
and its trinity: father, mother, and son. These triangles were formed and reformed into the signature shapes of each successive invasion, including
pyramids, refugee tents, churches, and the Star of
David. The triangles worked so that as they formed
these shapes, Canaan was both occluded and always
there as a trace in each successive present. One more
thing was onstage: a large steel structure, a metal
carapace with a red apple at its top. This structure
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served as a mount, a mosque, a cross, and a cage. It
bore a striking resemblance to the towers of the early
Zionist “wall and tower” architectures of settlement.
The carapace was a beautifully made thing; it had
presence; it insisted upon itself. For Aoun, it was
a symbol of oppression, a symbol of pain, a cross.
Through the words of the text the apple became the
reminder of expulsion, and, specifically, expulsion
from Paradise (Jerusalem).
Aoun then began the play as the feminine core of
Or Shalem, the earliest Jerusalem, a Canaanite city.
Aoun / Jerusalem was the Palestinian who was simultaneously the Canaanite in the undivided land,
indifferent to conquest and imperialism. But as Jerusalem (and it was important for her, Aoun said, to
imagine the Jerusalem she loves as a woman), she
became the object of emotional, sexual, and spiritual
brutality. The piece was structured by appearances
of the conquerors projected on the back wall of the
space as evocative outlines, billowy, increasingly
faint, the solidity and danger of those figures of
domination flickering from the past into the present.
Each new conqueror spoke, promising relief from
the brutalities of the preceding conqueror; each invented religions to serve the new regime.
Aoun / Jerusalem, with her beautiful voice sometimes mourning, sometimes fearful, sometimes desiring, grew more and more ferocious as she refuted
the conquerors. She and the dancers performed sequences symptomatic of the characteristics of each
invasion. Sometimes the dancers were in solidarity
with Aoun / Jerusalem, at other times they were antagonists. Aoun / Jerusalem and the dancers were
refugees, moving through the evocative and atmospheric light onto the stage with their three white
suitcases, underscored by a female voice singing
in wordless Arab tonalities and rhythms over the
bass drone used throughout the piece. Later, the
dancers donned dark coats and hats, thus becoming European Jewish refugees. The suitcases were
now theirs. They danced. They closed in on Aoun /
Jerusalem with the beautiful candlelight of the huge
menorahs, and she made the triangles into the Star
of David. At another point, the dancers, atop the
steel structure, covered the stage with papers they
threw down, lies and fabrications now turned into
recorded words that would be slavishly followed.
Aoun / Jerusalem gathered the papers, crushed
them in an angry fist. Later the dancers were Assyrians wearing welding masks, welding on the
steel structure and shooting streams of sparks onto
the stage. Then all three were Canaanite dancers or
praying Christians. Throughout the piece, Eid was
the ever-recurring brutal husband of Aoun / Jerusalem, sometimes an animal-like rapist, who could
only grunt his grotesque sexual needs.

Toward the end the dancers again climbed to the
top of the structure. They began to drop handfuls
of heavy stones onto the stage. Aoun / Jerusalem
turned upstage and raised her kaffiyeh in a triangle
behind her head, draping it around her face to become a Feyadin. She had a pistol that she pointed
at the audience and then into her own mouth, but
was unable to execute either action; instead, the triangles were returned to the Canaanite position that
opened the play. Reprising the opening music, the
piece ended as she and the dancers—the triad—lay
down on the central triangle.
In this new space, in this last action, Aoun / Jerusalem commits herself to Canaan. There was no
particular tone of hope—only this act of staying, refusing to leave “my heaven,” staying on the strength
of the Canaan idea. With its rich and multiple temporalities, its fascinating space, its clashes in and
with violence and brutality, its sometimes lavishly
beautiful aesthetics, and its intelligence, I Am Jerusalem was an important and moving work.

MAURYA WICKSTROM
College of Staten Island and The Graduate
Center / CUNY

MAMA HATED DIESELS. By Randal Myler and
Dan Wheetman. Directed by Randal Myler.
Denver Center Theatre Company, Stage
Theatre, Denver. 8 May 2010.
Meet Joe Six-Pack, the oft-cited character who has
become the American du jour in our current zeitgeist. Prominent in today’s sociopolitical discourse,
his name has become a rallying cry for the populist
movement in the culture war raging between Main
Street and Wall Street. As the hardworking, hardliving Everyman, Joe is the construction worker, the
farmer, the cop on the beat. And in the Denver Center Theatre Company (DCTC) debut of Mama Hated
Diesels, Joe is the “white knight of the highway”—
the American trucker.
Co-created by Tony-nominated collaborators Randal Myler and Dan Wheetman, Mama Hated Diesels
is a musical monology with a compiled score of
twenty-one trucker-themed songs by more than
thirty songwriters, ranging from Merle Haggard to
Kris Kristofferson. Drawing upon actual interviews,
author/director Myler and co-author/music director Wheetman theatricalized the plight and pluck
of the American trucker, bringing to the stage a
lively ensemble of four nameless “truckers” (played
by Brad Bellamy, Kathleen Brady, Mike Hartman,
and Charles Weldon) and two “wives” (Jan Leslie
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thirty years of truck ownership to schlepping for an
impersonal trucking corporation; and Weldon decried the satellite tracking systems that treat truckers
like “clones,” while Harding plaintively concluded
that there is “no more courtesy” in today’s industry. Such sentiments offered glimpses of a relevant
theme: the diminishment of Joe, the worker who
built America by the sweat of his brow and toiled
to achieve the American Dream, only to be devalued and discarded in an increasingly exploitative
corporatist culture.

Jeanne Paulsen (Wife) and Mike Hartman
(Trucker) in Mama Hated Diesels. (Photo: Terry
Shapiro.)
Harding and Jeanne Paulsen). In its world premiere,
DCTC’s Mama was frequently engaging, compassionate, and tinged with wry humor; conversely,
the work also veered into trite, romanticized reductionism.
Representing the latter was the simplistic nature
of the libretto and kid-glove treatment given the
overall production. Overlooking an American climate rife with anger and blame, the jokey, sentimental atmosphere of Mama seemed curiously devoid of
raw, unvarnished human behavior. Although Myler
and Wheetman’s reported aim was to look “under
the hood” of the American trucker, the folksy, familiar anecdotes delivered onstage often reduced their
talebearers to safe and predictable clichés, negating
any deeper investigation into their complicated, conflicted “Joe” personas. Accordingly, Mama repeatedly morphed into melodrama as the characters disparaged and bemoaned non-trucking Others (e.g.,
hostile, insensitive authorities and “citizen” drivers),
making them easy villains in a scenario of interstate
turf wars. Yet the homilies occasionally provided
potent social commentary, along with opportunities
for the talented DCTC actors to humanize their otherwise one-dimensional archetypes. For example, in
a poignant group lamentation, an elderly Hartman
emotionally recounted the demoralizing move from

But any real sense of righteous anger or corporate / class warfare in the production was undercut
by the cuddly nature of each character’s complaint
and the quickness with which it was chuckled away.
If the Other is simplistically positioned as Mama’s
villain, the “trucker” (and “wife”) is similarly and
sentimentally hailed as the stoic, whimsical, heartof-gold, highway-smart hero. On the DCTC stage,
darker topics such as misogyny, drug abuse, and
racism were given drive-by treatments by the ensemble, and a note of levity punctuated any troubling anecdote. As a tough-as-nails lady trucker,
Brady comically boasted of “sneaking” behind her
husband’s back to get her license and besting other
dubious male drivers. As a husband and father,
Bellamy casually mentioned his quick victory over
amphetamine abuse, only to later revel in a jovial
account of “lot lizards”—the prostitutes who haunt
the truck stops. Most telling was the joking manner
in which African American Weldon related the tale
of driving through Wyoming while hearing, over the
radio, another trucker voice surprise at his inability
to “find a nigger” in the territory. After Weldon and
his young black driving partner radioed back that,
“their whole damn families are niggers,” they heard
the reply: “Found one!” Here, a potentially disturbing moment of ugly truth regarding race and the
trucking community was not only left unexamined,
but was also disarmed, treated as an innocuous joke
by Weldon, who delivered the radioed response as a
punch line, laughing along with the audience.
Both the multifaceted reality of modern-day Joe
and the limitations of Mama’s “Joe” were highlighted by Vicki Smith’s scenic design. Effectively
expanding the world of the play, Smith implemented
screens above the stage with projected photos (by
award-winning photographer Jim Steinberg) of
genuine truck drivers, eighteen-wheelers, storms,
truck stops, and landscapes. Yet Mama’s performers were confined to a generic replica of a roadside
diner. Thus, while the photographic montage offered
a candid pictorial of harsh road-life, complex in
scope, movement, and drama, the characters below
were denied such attributes. Specifically, the actors
were relegated to sitting at tables, on barstools, or
pacing center stage to deliver / share monologues.
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The truck stop’s band (Rhonda Coullet, Jason
Edwards, David Miles Keenan, James Cruce, and
David Jackson) was similarly constricted. Although
this group performed every musical number, it was
incongruously placed behind the actors. And while
a lone band member might sporadically mosey
through the diner, the musicians most often delivered the driving rhythms of the iconic (yet mostly
nonintegrated, nonspecific, and diversionary) songs
from stationary upstage positions. Further, as the
production progressed, the characters’ nonparticipation in the numbers became particularly jarring.
Although the truckers and their wives appeared to
enjoy the musical reveries, their static involvement
(metronomic head-bobbing/toe-tapping) undermined much of the score’s power. In short, these
characters were seemingly deprived of the chance to
vocally and physically invest in the musical soundtrack of their lives.
All of the aforementioned elements culminated in
a particularly illuminative moment. After Hartman
recounted the loss of his truck after thirty years, the
band performed “This Old Road” while he stood
pensively downstage, flanked by projected photographs of a young, proud man and his rig. Ironically,
during this interlude, it was the real-life trucker in
the untouched photo who commanded the stage
and whose authentic story begged to be told, exemplifying the overall missed opportunity by Mama
to truly examine the soul, psyche, and modern-day
crisis of an original American Joe.

PAMYLA A. STIEHL
University of Colorado at Boulder

STANDING ON CEREMONY: THE GAY MARRIAGE PLAYS. Readings of plays by various authors. New York Theatre Workshop,
Angel Orensanz Center, New York City. 14
June 2010.
No activist movement arises from a rational, naturally occurring consensus; instead, movements mask
contradictory emotions within the social groups they
represent, channeling some political feelings while
restraining others, as organizers determine what is
politically possible and desirable for their constituents. Sometimes, usually in private and counter-public spaces, feelings with no place in a movement’s
narrative are spontaneously given voice, and the
mechanics of compromise and participation become
visible. Last June, Standing on Ceremony, a one-nightonly theatrical event and fundraiser in support of
same-sex marriage, provided a cross-section of the

varied, often conflicting attitudes toward gay marriage among contemporary American queers. What
emerged was an instructive picture of ambivalence
and compromise.
The centerpiece of the evening was a series of
staged readings of thirteen short plays, each commissioned for the event. Performed in a former
synagogue, the performers (including Matthew
Broderick, B. D. Wong, Lola Pashalinksi, and Debra
Monk) stood, somewhat ironically, where a couple
might stand at their wedding. While fundamentally committed to marriage equality, several plays
included a critical perspective on its consequences
for queer life, particularly the preservation of what
Michael Warner has called a “queer ethos,” marked
by alternative sexual and political practices. Indeed,
two of the first plays presented gay couples squirming toward social transformation. “When gay men
move in together, they stop having sex,” protested
the male couple in Constance Congdon’s Something
Blue; “maybe it’s fear . . . that we’ll lose something.”
Similarly, in Holly Hughes, Megan Carney, and Moe
Angelos’s Let Them Eat Cake, a militant, unnamed
Femme cried to her Butch: “Everything I’ve done
in my life has been against this moment.”
Nonetheless, both plays participated in the narrative of inevitability made popular by gay marriage
proponents. The couple in Something Blue put on
wedding tuxedos. The Butch and the Femme, who
played their scene in the aisle, sat and participated as
spectators in the rest of the evening. These complementary plot structures illustrated how ambivalence
is “resolved” by the push for marriage equality.
What was left behind—in the back room of a function hall, in the aisle of a theatre—was pride in the
legacy of sexual liberation.
Discussions of sex were notably absent in the
more celebratory plays. The soon-to-be-married
grooms in Jordan Harrison’s The Revision adjusted
their vows to reflect the reality of disenfranchised
married couples: “Do you promise, in the eyes of
God and the ever-shifting whims of state and federal constitutional law . . .” Their sense of injustice
was politically fermentable, framing the movement
as a struggle to render the wedding vow efficacious.
Kira Obolensky’s Brave New Words, in which a wordsmith tried to convince her colleagues to make their
dictionary’s definition of marriage gender-neutral,
bracketed the issue of romantic and sexual politics
altogether. When she argued that, “polyamory got
in” to an earlier edition, the wordsmith was rebuffed: “That’s love, though. Not marriage.”
Behind this discourse stood a tangible need for
personal affirmation. Both in Obolensky’s play and
Marcus Gardley’s One Last March to Rome, in which
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Christopher Sieber, the Reverend Canon Thomas
P. Miller, S.T.M. Cathedral Church of Saint John
the Divine, and Wilson Jermaine Heredia in Pablo
and Andrew at the Altar of Words, along with other
cast members from Standing on Ceremony: The Gay
Marriage Plays. (Photo: Gabrielle Sierra, courtesy
of Broadwayworld.com.)
a pair of black civil rights veterans argue over the
marriage movement’s controversial lineage with
their struggle, love between a same-sex couple
was affirmed by the endorsement of gay marriage.
These moments, represented in quiet and barely
acknowledged asides, may be read either as the
“real” argument for same-sex marriage or as the
inscription of sex as an act affirmed within marriage’s confines—indeed, these two readings may
not be incompatible.
Complementing these more personal expressions of the issue, Paul Rudnick’s The Gay Agenda
and Doug Wright’s On Facebook used comedy to
register the exhaustion of queers and their allies in
combating the hypocritical assertion that opposing
marriage equality is not “discrimination.” Rudnick
aimed his typically eviscerating satire against a
bubbly, high-strung Ohio housewife giving a “Focus on the Family”–style speech. She explained
how she “loves” her “same-sex couple” neighbors
except for their “Gay Agenda,” which manifested
as a disembodied “gay voice” that, whenever the
men were around, made catty comments about her
dishware and her shoes. On Facebook dramatized a
Facebook thread in which Beverly, an opponent of
gay marriage, quarreled with the author’s online
compatriots while insisting, “I’m sure we could all
be friends.” Wright’s play presented a classic gay
marriage consensus: a variety of genders, races,
sexual identities, and romantic entanglements standing up against oppression.
This vision of a unified queer constituency motivated by the salvific potential of gay marriage was
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delicately subverted, however, in Moisés Kaufman’s
London Mosquitoes, perhaps the finest play of the evening. An elderly man (played by Judd Hirsch) delivered a eulogy for his late lover in which he explained
that getting married would have made their “fifty
years” together seem invalid. This moment was a
brief, dismissive detour in a broader narrative about
human progress, coded in evolutionary terms, that
concluded with the dying lover’s insistence that,
as same-sex lovers, “We can’t mate with the rest of
the world. . . . We’re the new species. . . . We will
save the world.” Without fanfare, Kaufman’s play
quietly dismissed the link between same-sex marriage and its most common discursive companions,
progress and gay self-affirmation.
The question of what to do with the variety of affective and political positions expressed in Standing
on Ceremony was answered, in part, by the evening’s
conclusion. By presenting José Rivera’s Pablo and
Andrew at the Altar of Words as the evening’s finale,
the broader dramaturgy of Standing on Ceremony
recalled the final moments of Something Blue and
Let Them Eat Cake: the resolution of ambivalent
feelings through a critical but sincere act of support for gay marriage. The cast members from the
other plays returned to witness the fictional marriage of Pablo and Andrew. Rivera’s couple rewrote
the language of their ceremony to celebrate their
particular expectations of wedded life—including
“utterly nasty” sexual indulgence. The play’s, and
the evening’s, final line innocently marked an honest way forward for reluctant queers faced with
the seemingly/hopefully inevitable march toward
marriage equality. After Pablo’s last line, Andrew
mischievously turned to the congregation and said,
“He improvised that last part.”

JASON FITZGERALD
Columbia University

PROMISES, PROMISES. Book by Neil Simon.
Music by Burt Bacharach. Lyrics by Hal
David. Directed and choreographed by Rob
Ashford. Broadway Theatre, New York City.
10 July 2010.
Nostalgia reigns as the zeitgeist of 2010. In its first
Broadway revival, the 1968 musical Promises, Promises, which is set in New York, speaks to an American audience feverishly watching television’s Mad
Men and gazing at a more prosperous past. While
his production capitalizes on the musical’s vintage
appeal, Rob Ashford’s staging is hardly enveloped
in a rosy, nostalgic haze. The revival is sensitively
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Sean Hayes (Chuck Baxter) in Promises, Promises. (Photo: Joan Marcus.)
attuned to the tonal nuances of Promises, Promises,
based on Billy Wilder’s seriocomic 1960 classic film
The Apartment. Without undermining the slapstick
and one-liners that pepper Neil Simon’s satiric book,
or the syncopated buoyancy of its Burt Bacharach–
Hal David score, Ashford’s Promises, Promises foregrounds the musical’s cynical undercurrents as a
corporate Faust story.
The “promises” of the title demand moral compromises from both sexes. Executive dining room
waitress Fran Kubelik (Kristin Chenoweth) holds a
torch for J. D. Sheldrake (Tony Goldwyn), the company CEO who repeatedly promises—and fails—to
leave his wife for her. Sheldrake’s secret liaisons with
the self-destructive Fran occur in the apartment of
meek accountant Chuck Baxter (Sean Hayes). In exchange for lending trysting space, Chuck ascends
the corporate ladder, landing promotions that become meaningless once Chuck learns about Fran
and Sheldrake. Musing that “those kind of promises
take all the joy from life,” the disillusioned junior
executive resigns, with Fran at his side.
As a dark vision of 1960s corporate culture, it is
difficult not to see the AMC drama Mad Men as a
likely motivating factor in Promises, Promises’ reappearance. Despite running for 1,281 performances
in 1968, the musical never attained the status of a
first-tier classic. Prior to Mad Men, Promises, Promises

might have seemed a dated, risky prospect in the
high-stakes market of Broadway musicals. Yet with
the passing of the American Century, our recessionweary country eulogizes a time when the national
ego soared skyscraper-high. Although laced with
twenty-first-century irony, Mad Men exerts a highly
nostalgic appeal that has influenced not only Americans’ water-cooler conversation, but also television
ads and modern fashion. While Promises, Promises’
characters work at the Consolidated Life Insurance
Company, rather than at an ad agency, the musical’s
lecherous executives, sexually available secretaries,
and liquor-stocked desks strongly evoke the television drama. Promises, Promises’ new setting, which
was shuffled from 1968 to 1962, only reinforces
comparisons between the two.
While the chronological move has not affected the
musical’s fundamental dramaturgy (The Apartment
was set in 1960), it has shaped the costume designs
of Bruce Pask, who fills the stage with a prismatic
array of jewel-toned dresses and dapper suits. Nostalgia also factors heavily in the production’s musical score. Ashford has interpolated the Bacharach–
David chart-toppers “I Say a Little Prayer” and “A
House Is Not a Home,” sung by Fran with little
provocation beyond giving Chenoweth two more
potential showstoppers. Jonathan Tunick’s scaleddown version of his original orchestrations, accented
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with ethereal backup vocals, more effectively convey
period authenticity.

confectionary production numbers like “Turkey
Lurkey Time.”

Like its revival, Promises, Promises was conceived
at a time of nostalgic ambivalence. Near the beginning of the show, Chuck vows: “I want a lot / And
I know I’ll get it all / Just like someone who’s twice
as big as life.” A quintessential Broadway anthem
of ambition, the Algeresque song is a throwback to
older musicals, which are often set in the idealized
“wonderful town” of New York City and feature
underdogs who make good through pluck and
perseverance. Yet in the American musical of the
late 1960s, when dark-edged “concept musicals”
like Cabaret revolutionized the form, the rags-toriches story lost its optimistic luster. In the age
of the Vietnam War, cynicism about institutions,
ranging from politics to marriage, transformed
Broadway. Promises, Promises is a stylistic hybrid:
its dramaturgy is steeped in older forms of musical comedy, but its caustic content resonates with
the concept musical.

With his eclectic yet focused staging of Promises,
Promises, Ashford mostly avoids nostalgic complacence. It remains to be seen if Ashford will do the
same in March 2011, when he revisits the corporate
1960s with a new Broadway production of How to
Succeed in Business Without Really Trying. Promises,
Promises is not only a revival of a musical, but also
the uneasy evocation of an American myth: the
prospect of becoming “twice as big as life” in the
business world. Promises, Promises, like Mad Men,
is ambivalent about such success stories, even as
the show business of Broadway never finishes telling them.

Preserving this formal tension, Ashford balances
Promises, Promises’ nostalgic and comic impulses
with a recession-era vision of the corporate world.
In part, he accomplishes this through Scott Pask’s
brilliant mise en scène. While the Consolidated
Life office and New York City nightspots are represented with boldly streamlined stylization, the
only realistically detailed space is the interior of
Chuck’s apartment. Here, Pask suggests the contrasting moral dimensions of the private and public
spheres. The designer has also liberally borrowed
from the aesthetics of the period, including Abstract Expressionism, with geometric mobiles and
Henry Moore-esque sculptures adorning the office.
Evoking the neon excitement of Big Apple success,
Pask simultaneously suggests its undercurrents of
hollowness and sterility.
Choreography and casting also play a part in
Promises, Promises’ tonal chiaroscuro. If Ashford’s
choreography lacks the galvanic verve of Michael
Bennett’s original, it wittily conveys the tension
between banality and libido, conformity and individualist aspiration. In the opening number, Chuck
imagines his deskbound co-workers twirling and
swiveling around him, soaring from the mundane
into a realm of MGM musical fantasy. At the Grapes
of Roth nightclub, singles dance in a robotic mating
ritual. Chenoweth and Hayes generate performance
chemistry through their clashing styles. Although
somewhat miscast as the fragile Fran, Chenoweth
admirably plays down her dynamo star persona.
By contrast, the excellent Hayes and Katie Finneran
(as Chuck’s barroom “pick-up” Marge) preserve the
raucous musical-comedy side of Promises, Promises.
Balanced against the musical’s cynical content are

MAYA CANTU
Yale School of Drama

FENCES. By August Wilson. Directed by Kenny
Leon. Cort Theatre, New York City. 18 April
2010.
August Wilson premiered Fences at the Yale Repertory Theatre in 1985 with the hope of answering
those admirers and critics who, while charmed by
the poet-cum-playwright’s dramatic turns with Jitney and Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, longed for more
sophisticated character development and skillful
plotting. Directed by Lloyd Richards and vivified by
actors James Earl Jones and Mary Alice in the central roles of Troy and Rose Maxson, Fences proved a
demonstrative rejoinder to Wilson’s critics. Indeed,
the play elicited praise for Wilson’s nuanced rendering of black domestic life in the US before the civil
rights movement that at once repeated, revised, and
riffed on key moments and movements in African
American history. Fences subsequently moved to
Broadway in 1987, which brought additional acclaim, including the Tony Award for Best Play, the
Pulitzer Prize for Drama, and recognition for Wilson
as one of the finest playwrights making and remaking myths for the contemporary theatre.
More than two decades after its New York premier, a long-overdue revival of Fences arrived on
Broadway in a limited engagement at the Cort
Theatre. Directed by Kenny Leon, a frequent interpreter of Wilson’s texts, this new production of
Fences affirmed both the timelessness and timeliness of the play. Leon’s production simultaneously
foregrounded Wilson’s poetic language, beautifully
drawn characters, and exacting dramaturgy, while
exploiting and resisting the sentimentality that, at
times, arrests the text. Countering the cynicism so
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Denzel Washington (Troy Maxson) and Viola Davis (Rose Maxson) in Fences. (Photo: Joan Marcus.)
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Stephen McKinley Henderson (Jim Bono) and
Denzel Washington (Troy Maxson) in Fences.
(Photo: Joan Marcus.)
prevalent in our contemporary moment, Leon’s
production accentuated the play’s tonalities of forgiveness, redemption, and renewal. In so doing, it
reinvigorated for its contemporary audience the
critical importance of attending to unfinished business from the past. Leon’s reverential, affirmative
approach, to be sure, gave Fences an immediacy that
resonated powerfully in the present.
Undoubtedly, performances by Denzel Washington (Troy) and Viola Davis (Rose) significantly
boosted the potency of the revival. In Troy, Wilson
crafts a formidable, but also contradictory figure.
Washington coupled charm and the megawatt smile
that he has used so effectively in his films with an
assured sense of hubris, thereby making Troy both
appealing and appalling. He negotiated the character’s multiple identities—loyal friend, doting
husband, intimidating patriarch, and unapologetic
philanderer—with ease and dexterity. This virtuosic movement imbued Troy with a psychological
weight that shifted the entire production beyond a
purely emotional key. Indeed, Washington’s sharp
performance eloquently revealed Troy’s constant
battles against the pull of death and self-destruction,
which, in turn, motivated his drive to live and create art (manifested in storytelling). Troy’s survival
depends on these creative acts. His relationship to
Rose, in fact, hinges on his imaginative retellings of
past events and her emending the most egregious
embellishments. Washington’s ability to sustain this
dynamic throughout the performance gave new life
to the themes so central to Wilson’s dramaturgy:
namely, honoring the inextricable relationship of
the past to the present, of forgiveness to revitalization, and, strikingly, of loss to creativity.
Washington, of course, had an equally skilled
scene partner in Davis. A veteran of several productions of Wilson’s plays, including her Tony Award–
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winning performance as Tonya in 2001’s King Hedley
II, Davis’s rendering of Rose was as joyful as it was
soulful. She filled the character with an unwavering
sense of dignity and agency that highlighted anew
Rose’s strength and grace—her multidimensionality. This perhaps resonated most profoundly in the
revival during the play’s final scene. Recounting
for Corey the life she wanted for herself and for
her family, Davis’s Rose spoke not with regret or
disappointment, but instead with excitement about
the possibilities of living fully and freely for the first
time. In that moment, Rose clearly forgave Troy and,
in so doing, embraced a new way of knowing and
being in the world; indeed, it became clear that she
had accepted, welcomed even, the responsibility to
make a life of her own in the aftermath of loss.
On the whole, Leon explored every beat of Wilson’s text. Accordingly, the revival’s entire ensemble
delivered superb performances, most notably, Stephen McKinley Henderson as the even-tempered,
deeply philosophical Bono and Mykelti Williamson
as the instinctively compassionate Gabriel. Leon’s
efficient staging unfolded against Santo Loquasto’s
design for the Maxson’s worn but loved red-brick
home. Interestingly, Loquasto placed a giant tree at
the center of his design. The tree not only threatened to overwhelm the Maxson’s modest house,
but also signified and concretized crucial themes of
forgiveness, redemption, and renewal that Wilson
investigates throughout Fences (and, more broadly,
his Pittsburgh Cycle).
The force of Wilson’s reply in Fences, in fact, became most salient and profound in the revival (and
in the present) when the production explicitly accentuated these themes. In those moments, Leon’s
elegant staging fittingly commemorated Wilson, a
playwright who, like Troy, achieved and continues
to find new life through his creative acts of storytelling and remaking history.

ISAIAH MATTHEW WOODEN
Stanford University

CÉDRIC ANDRIEUX. By Cédric Andrieux.
Choreographed by Jérôme Bel. Impulstanz
Festival. Musuem Quartier Theatre Halle E.
Vienna, Austria. 30 July 2010.
In Cédric Andrieux, former Merce Cunningham
dancer Cédric Andrieux humbly shared intimate
details from his life in dance, taking time between
revealing, autobiographic narrations to perform
exquisite choreographic moments from his career.
It is rare that a dancer with such a prolific career
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as Andrieux’s, whose performance included pieces from Philippe Trèhet, Cunningham, and Trisha
Brown, would share such a thorough “behind the
scenes perspective” in a seventy-five-minute solo.
Andrieux’s solo triumphed because it challenged
the reality of dance’s “curse of ephemerality” and
won; with each important moment shared from his
rich past life as a performer, he brought us back to
the original moment of these performances and we
experienced them anew as a simultaneous, reflective event. It was almost as though we were able
to see the entire lifespan of these special dances in
Andrieux’s life: their birth, maturity, and then their
passing as a cherished reflection.
Andrieux’s solo structure was simple and elegant. He would introduce a choreographer’s work,
perform it beautifully, and then, after his dancing
was complete, allow the realization of the dance’s
difficulty to surface. As the audience gratefully applauded, Andrieux, the consummate professional,
remained focused. He did not acknowledge the audience’s applause; there was no lighting change to
transition him from Andrieux the “performer” back
to Andrieux the “storyteller.” It was just Andrieux,
internally reflecting on what just happened, and
the audience reflecting on this reflection. He took
as much time as he needed to catch his breath or
drink some water, the audience silently waiting
for his next move. He walked upstage a bit as if
to shake off the remnants of this dance moment
before resuming his storytelling—a pattern that
in other circumstances could seem indulgent, but
here was not.
Andrieux’s seven years with Cunningham’s company made up the bulk of the performance, and,
after Cunningham’s death in 2009, this seemed ceremonially fitting. He demonstrated the precise and
fixed warm-up exercises in a Cunningham company
class, revealing which ones bored him mercilessly
and which ones he thoroughly enjoyed. This “Cunningham portion” of the performance was further
solidified when Andrieux exited the stage briefly
and reappeared in a unitard, the typical and unforgiving costume and uniform of a Cunningham
dancer. These transparent moments provided a peek
into an otherwise off-limits scene: a Cunningham
company class. Andrieux’s execution of the warm
up and his humorous commentary provided insight into Cunningham’s theories of dance training, as well as Andrieux’s dedication to and respect
for Cunningham. This reverence was particularly
evident after Andrieux reenacted a rehearsal with
Cunningham, recreating the difficulty of learning
his computer-generated choreography. This immediately brought Cunningham back to life and onstage
with Andrieux. Andrieux gestured to the downstage
right corner, where he positioned a feeble-bodied

Under the guidance of Jérôme Bel, Cédric
Andrieux performs a moment of his life in dance.
(Photo: Herman Sorgeloos.)
and elderly Cunningham for us to imagine, and restored a scenario in which Andrieux and his imaginary fellow company members in the space were to
follow Cunningham’s concocted dance steps. It was
as though the choreography was a series of tasks one
would follow in the instructions for assembling an
IKEA furniture piece. As I watched Andrieux labor
through Cunningham’s nearly impossible physical prompts, I was at once voyeuristic—delighted
and yet also embarrassed to be part of this unique
rehearsal moment that was originally intended for
those in Cunningham’s company alone.
Andrieux transitioned simply from these rehearsal scenarios to a live performance moment
by almost whispering “I’m going to dance this
for you now” and then beginning an excerpt of a
famous contemporary choreographer’s work. His
use of an attached microphone headset took on a
different role when he was dancing: instead of its
functional purpose to simply project his speaking
voice, we could hear his breath amplified with each
difficult move or the microphone feedback from his
arm as it swiped the cord when he danced. These
moments were magnificent and added to the human quality of his performance. These dance excerpts were never glorified as he relived them; they
functioned more like an archive, a way for his body
to remember these highlights and for us to watch
him relive them again. I did not imagine what this
dance excerpt might have been in a larger context;
Andrieux’s unassuming presence in rehearsal clothing allowed me to strip away the formalness of what
this moment might have been as part of a longer
work, and instead to just admire the organization of
these ideas, the artfulness of their accumulation, or
the care and specificity of their sequence.
Throughout such sequences, I wondered about the
rehearsal process of Cédric Andrieux, and questions
of ownership and authority arose for me regarding
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the creation of this work. For instance, did Jérôme
Bel and Andrieux receive permission to perform
choreographic excerpts from their originators? This
was especially intriguing, since Andrieux repeated a
solo originally danced by Cunningham in the 1950s.
With this in mind, I also questioned Bel’s role in the
work. Online, Bel is described as a “conceptualist,”
and Andrieux’s solo was one work in a series of
Bel’s “portrait pieces” that featured other dancers.
For some, characterizing Bel as conceptualist or a
dramaturg would be more fitting than “choreographer,” since we witnessed not his choreography, but
choreography originated by other artists. However,
I am intrigued by this collaborative model and by
the important ways in which Bel and Andrieux
are, respectively, pushing the roles of choreographer and performer. If Bel built the structure of
this ship, Andrieux was the ship’s navigator and
I was his passenger, devoutly following his dance
map on a pilgrimage from the past to the current
moment onstage.
Telling one’s life story is not a new performance
theme, yet Andrieux’s charmed life was utterly human and accessible. Andrieux and Bel’s collaboration was successful because of its simple structure;
a talented dancer stated the facts and told his life’s
story in dance through both words and movement.
I watched and listened equally, viscerally experiencing dance moments in my seat, craving certain moments in my body and feeling jealous or relieved
that I did not experience others. Ultimately, I left the
theatre even more in love with the dancing body
and all that it is capable of expressing.

CHRISTINA TSOULES SORIANO
Wake Forest University
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(in)justice, loss, and love. Using hip-hop aesthetics
as a foundation for the production, playwright and
director Rickerby Hinds masterfully employed the
element of DJing to resituate historical and contemporary epochs and to highlight contemporary
struggles for social justice.
In Buckworld, the hip-hop art of DJing, in which
music is stopped and started, sped up and slowed
down, cut and rewoven, reversed and replayed,
invoked a fluidity of time and allowed moments
either 200 or forty years in the past to speak in
lively dialogue to each other and to the present.
The narrative was not linear, but consisted instead
of moments of friction and evocative spaces for
questioning, grieving, outrage, complicit witnessing, love, and celebration—all conveyed by poetry,
dance, music, and imagery. Similarly, the intensity,
commitment, and conviction of krump dancing’s
assertive, physical charge provided a visceral voice
that pushed beyond predictable boundaries of aesthetic, social, and theatrical conventions, evoking a
sense of kinesthetic empathy. These transformational
moments carried the seeds of social justice to the
audience. These spaces of response invited the audience to consider again and again the reverberations
of history in contemporary US society and how we
choose to live in the present.
In the section titled “Middle Passage,” for example, an audio track described the horrific passage when millions of African people died, while
projected images of a slave ship, enslaved peoples,
and text describing the sale of enslaved African
people cycled behind four male dancers moving,
bound together, across a blue-lit stage. As the music swelled and the scene ended, the men removed
the rope and dispersed, leaving one dancer stand-

BUCKWORLD ONE. By Rickerby Hinds. Directed by Rickerby Hinds. Choreographed
by Carrie Mikuls. Performance in the Borderlands, Lyceum Theatre, Tempe, AZ. 3
April 2010.
Buckworld One, an evocative hip-hop theatre performance, explored expansive stories of the human
condition, spiritual development, and the state of
the world through krump dancing, poetry, music,
and projected imagery. Moving fluidly through time
from the beginnings of the universe to the birth of
the (US) nation, to the inland empire of California (a
colloquial term used to distinguish the inland from
the coastal region of Southern California) back to the
nation and the individual, Buckworld One interrogated human purpose on earth, spirituality, ignorance,

Davion Clayton, Alexander Brown Hinds, and
Jarrett Lacey in Buckworld One. (Photo: Kurt
Wilson, courtesy of Rickerby Hinds.)
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Evan Harris, Timothy Dupree, Christopher “Cornbread” Jackson, Davion Clayton, D’metrius Welch,
Jarrett Lacey, and Tyrone Sutton in Buckworld One. (Photo: Kurt Wilson, courtesy of Rickerby Hinds.)
ing onstage, bathed in the bright white spotlight,
holding a noose around his neck. He remained eerily
still and silent, an effigy, echoing the horrors of the
abhorrent history of lynching black men in the US.
Two female poets then entered on either side and
delivered Langston Hughes’s poem “Let America
Be America Again.” One poet punctuated the last
lines of the poem, “America never was America to
me, And yet I swear this oath—America will be!”
The second poet echoed, “Will be.” Hughes’s poem,
originally published in 1938, issues a national call
for social justice, then and now, simultaneously
looking back and forward. The subsequent calls and
responses rippled across time, space, and geography. The sonic reverberations and visual image of
lynching implicated the audience as witness to the
deep disparities between the doctrine of freedom
and democracy and the lived realities. The poem not
only enacts a historical thread within and context for
the performance, but also serves as the entry point
for interrogating monolithic claims of US freedom
and democracy. As a political act, this performance
made visible a history that cannot be denied, but
is often rendered invisible through ruses of power.
The DJing style actived Hughes’s poem so that it
spoke directly to contemporary struggles for social
justice. We have only to consider Arizona’s recent
law on immigration (SB1070) to apprehend why

modes of advocacy for social justice like Buckworld
One are vitally important.
Mapping specific experiences sonically, visually,
and viscerally situated the audience within Buckworld’s topography and evoked responses to and / or
experiences of social (in)justices. For example, the
poetry and embodied enactments of “Routine Police
Checks Can Check Ur Heart (in Memory of Tyisha
Miller)” told of the corrosive racist ignorance that
encourages racial profiling thereby perpetuating a
US prison system that disproportionately incarcerates black men. Throughout this scene audience
members were challenged to situate themselves
along a spectrum of responses, from profound
heartbreak, anger, and feelings of helplessness to
belief that the world can be transformed through
spreading love and knowledge.
In the “Fathers, Where Art Thou” section that
followed, poet / dancer Timothy Dupree produced
generative reflection on the impact of poverty and
the growing national epidemic of absent fathers affecting the nation’s youth. He repeatedly punctuated
his observations with the question, “Ma, is poppa
back yet?” then, “Ma, let me know when poppa gets
back, I’m going to bed.” In a tone of quiet disappointment and resignation he turned, head down,

PERFORMANCE REVIEW
shoulders rolled forward, and walked upstage. The
audience burst into applause and then, as Dupree
turned back toward the audience, he erupted. He
threw his chest back, opened to the sky, arms powerfully spread wide, then stomped and swung his
arms and articulated intense, intricate, and fullbodied krump movements that projected a deep,
barely contained pain.
Moments such as these, which emphasized the
body as a political site of protest, pushed the already deeply engaged audience into a feeling
presence. These moments of kinesthetic empathy
in performance called us back to ourselves, our
community, our world, and (depending on ones’
system of beliefs) to the Divine. They catalyze so-
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cial justice by inciting visceral, emotional responses,
critical thought, discussions, and a deep sense of accountability that begins in the space of the theatre
and reaches beyond. While charting the resounding presence of histories, Buckworld One issued an
urgent call for personal and social accountability:
how, it asks, do we live in the present with radical
humanity for ourselves and for one another? For if
the present is our only moment of power, the moment where choice and change are possible, then
what will we choose?
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